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Contributions

We propose a G-SHDL network inspired by the
circuitry of the visual cortex. The advantages of
the proposed network are:
•Computationally efficient hybrid architecture.
•Rapid learning of useful features with RBMs
using structural priors.

•Advantages over unsupervised and supervised
learning (small datasets).

G-SHDL Network

The G-SHDL network is composed of a handcrafted
front-end (ScatterNet) which extracts invariant fea-
tures from the input image that are then used by
the Convolutional RBM (CRBM) (unsupervised) to
rapidly learn hierarchical features. The features
from the last layer of the RBM are used by the CRF
(supervised) to achieve segmentation.

Rapid learning of CRBM

Convolutional RBM (CRBM) learns M filters of
size NH × NH using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling which is computationally inten-
sive. The learning is accelerated by initializing the
RBM filters with PCA structural priors obtained as:
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where X are patches sampled from N the hand-
crafted features, IM is an identity matrix of size
NH × NH. The solution represents M leading prin-
cipal eigenvectors of XXT obtained using Eigen de-
composition.

Figure 1: A CRBM which learns M filters: W1, ..., WM from
the visible units V and hidden units H. 4 stacked CRBM layers
learn 200, 150, 100 and 50 filters with PCA structural priors.

G-SHDL Architecture, Optimization, and Segmentation

Figure 2: The figure presents the architecture for the G-SHDL network.

Figure 3: The figure shows the improvement in learning for RBMs at each layer with the use of PCA structural priors.

Figure 4: Figure shows an image (MSRC) with their ground truth and segmentation obtained at L2 to L6 of the G-SHDL network.

Results

The G-SHDL is applied on the Stanford Background
(SB) andMSRC datasets for semantic segmentation.
The optimal filters for the four stacked CRBM layers
are selected using 5-CV as shown in Table 1.

The segmentation pixel accuracy (PA) for each layer
of the G-SHDL network is shown in Table 2.

The segmentation pixel accuracy (PA) is presented
for both the dataset, SB and MSRC, in Table 3, with
advantages over supervised learning in Table 4.

Conclusions

G-SHDL is a computationally efficient network ar-
chitecture that learns useful features for semantic
segmentation, rapidly (PCA priors) using unlabeled
data. This network can be useful for applications
with limited labeled datasets and computational re-
sources.
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